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   Number 4 :  The HANdS issue   

This latest BiTe Me chapter is two thumbs up to our publishing, 
design and art heroes... through the medium of their hands. 

Thumbing through archives, scrolling through dense files, clicking on 
our favourite likes, it’s an honour to feature designer Rick Owens and 
his arms. Seriously. Rick’s zen approach to life and design is gripping 
and we thank him for being so generous. Michele Lamy is an artist 
whose dipped dyed fingers have intrigued and fascinated, and together 
with photographer Ren Hang, they did a slap-up job – who else would 
be game enough to fondle live props so early in the morning and forego 
that hand sanitiser? CHAMPiON. 

BiTe Me contributors Katy Lefroy and elle Waldmann explore the 
extreme ends of our fingertips; the world’s largest nail convention in 
Las Vegas and tiny, tiny hands – a study of our times and a middle 
finger to complacency. Massive high five to Misha Hollenbach, Gasius, 
Ron Wan, Marlon Rueberg and Jesus Manongdo who show the beauty, 
violence and workmanship of nos mains through their art and toils.

Our deep admiration for Maurizio Cattelan, artist, provocateur, co-
creator of Toiletpaper magazine has been an enduring inspiration for 
BiTe Me. His work feels even more urgent now. Always challenging 
people to see things in every dimension, Cattelan’s techno-coloured 
world and his obsession with hands are a face-palm to mediocrity; 
pushing us to see the banality and humour of the status quo.

Fingers crossed you enjoy The Hand issue. Lovingly gathered by our 
gnarled, itchy, wrinkly, fat, stubbly, weathered, collective ham hocks. 
Our hands maketh the art, our dexterity scribbles the words and our 
bare-knuckle resistance gives us the strength to build something that 
is needless, indulgent and awesome. 
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Kathryn Lefroy on assignment at the Nailpro World Cup Nail Art Competition 
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BiTe Me asked Kathryn Lefroy to enter the heart of darkness. 
Not just Las Vegas. Not simply a convention centre tucked 
away behind the Strip. No. We asked her to report on a nail art 
competition at a beauty show in a convention centre near the 
very point that America goes to loosen the shackles of good 
taste and celebrate excess. Luckily, she survived to tell this tale.
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Photos and story by Kathryn Lefroy
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The plane heaves as a blast of 

hot desert air catches the wing, 

and I bite off my last remaining 

fingernail. Shit. I was trying 

to save that one because I’m en 

route to Las Vegas for the 2016 

International Beauty Show 

(IBS1), to check out the Nailpro 

World Cup Nail Art Competition. 

 

1 No seriously. That’s what people in the biz call it. 

i’ll admit i’m an unlikely candidate to be covering the 
event. My nails and hands are not pretty—they’re for doing 
useful things. Opening bottles of champagne. Typing words. 
Chewing on when suffering crippling self-doubt. All vitally 
important activities for a writer. No amount of buffing or 
painting would ever make my hands nail art worthy, so why 
would i try?

But not everyone subscribes to my zero-maintenance policy. 
The exact origin of nail art is murky, but we know it’s been 
around for thousands of years: in the Neolithic era the Chinese 
developed nail-staining lacquer tinted with orchid and rose 
petals; Cleopatra favoured nails decorated with rust and gold 
colors, and forbid other egyptian women from copying her; 
The 15th century incas embellished their nails with pictures 
of eagles. 

Skip forward to the 1930s, when French makeup artist 
Michelle Manard was inspired by the enamel-like quality 
of automobile paint. Two years later, her employer Revlon 
released their first nail polish. And the industry keeps 
growing—last year in the uS, 8.1 billion dollars was spent 
on nail services.2 if the people streaming into the convention 
center today are anything to go by, it’s not slowing down 
anytime soon. 

i check the iBS3 program. There are 15 nail competitions 
over the three days, which range from straightforward 
(competitors shape and apply polish to natural nails) to 
outrageous (inspired by the theme ‘bodybuilder’, competitors 
build 3d sculptures on fake nails). As i arrive at the cordoned 
off competition area, the Swarovski sponsored ‘it’s All About 
the Bling!’ is underway, where artists have 45 minutes to 
decorate their models’ nails with tiny, multi-colored jewels. 

2 Data from: Nails Big Book (2015).
3 Gets me every time.
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Amanda Lenher, a tattooed nail technician from Tennessee, 
has fixed dangerously long fake nails onto her model’s fingers, 
and applied a riot of colorful crystals over a metallic black 
base. Cinderella’s disco-goth alter ego. i’m curious how long 
the bejewelled daggers will last. “Oh, we’ll take them off 
straight away,” Amanda says. “There’s another competition in 
an hour i’m using her for.”

Rhonda Kibuk, floor judge for the Vegas competition, breezes 
past. “i used to be a competitor,” she says, “and i’d get so 
nervous before the competitions that i would puke, but then 
i was good to go.” Now, she helps put competitors at ease with 
friendly smiles and the odd few bars of Rihanna, belted into a 
handheld mic. 

Aside from the impromptu concert from Rhonda, competitive 
nail decorating isn’t exactly a spectator sport, so i meander off 
to explore the display booths. i quickly become an expert at 
turning down offers of a nail art makeover by holding up my 
hands and saying “what would be the point?” 

i stop and chat with Gi, a nail tech from Phoenix, and local 
artist, Heidi. “We met at this show a million years ago,” Gi 
explains. “i was old and changing careers and Heidi took me 
under her wing. She’s taught so many people how to succeed 
in this business.”

Heidi blushes, but her eyes never move from Gi’s thumbnail, 
where she’s applying a marbled swirl of phosphorescent blues 
and greens. i ask Heidi which competitions she’s in. None. “i 
just want to teach people how to be financially successful in 
the salon, without losing creativity.” 

in fact, most of the nail artists i speak to choose not to 
compete. industry veteran of 24 years, John Hauk, explains 
that “at the competitions, you’re playing to a certain crowd. 
There are very specific rules for each one.” i take a look at the 
rule book and immediately get a headache. Aside from the 
pressure of creating artwork on a canvas barely inches long, 
you can lose points for having an untidy workstation, using 
an excess of cuticle oil, or having products without labels in 
english.

Hauk used to be a competitor (over 274 awards to his name) 
but says that now there are other ways for nail artists to be 
recognized. He’s a judge on the TV program Global Beauty 
Masters, which is just one of a half-dozen shows celebrating 
nail art. There are also hundreds of nail artists who have 
generated dedicated followings online through social media. 

One such person is Max estrada, the CeO of exclusive Nail 
Couture, who grew up around his mother’s nail salon in 
Tucson, Arizona. “She didn’t want me to do nails,” he says. 
“She wanted me to be a doctor.” But determined to pursue 
his passion, estrada went to nail school in Russia and South 
Korea. His mom seems to have come around, and proudly 
shows me the sparkly gold and rhinestone manicure he did for 
her this morning. 
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So why do people compete? For Aussie nail artist, Viv 
Simmons, it’s a chance to advance her skill. “i did a nail 
course and loved it. i wanted to be really good, so i trained 
with everyone i could in Australia, then went overseas. To 
push myself even further i got into comps.” And she started 
winning. She won the Australian championship five years in 
a row, then the uS championship the first time she entered. 
Then the uK. Then Asia.

i ask her what the most important tool for a competitor is. 
“The models hands,” she says, emphatically. “They will either 
make or break you.” Swarovski competitor, Amanda, agrees. 
“if the hands aren’t nice, it doesn’t matter how good your work 
is. i have models who travel with me to competitions.” The 
judges look for long, straight fingers, deep nail beds with a 
nice pink color, and youthful-looking hands.

As i’m making my way to the exit, an older nail artist stops 
me. “you don’t have your nails done!” i wave my fingers, giving 
my now-practiced ‘why waste your time on these hands’ smile. 
She meets my eyes and wiggles her own fingers, gnarled and 
world-weary, each nail an explosion of colors and patterns. “if 
i can make these look good, i can make anything look good.” 

I don’t know if it’s the acetone fumes I’ve inhaled, or 
the steadfast way she holds my gaze, but there’s a tiny 
part of me that wants to believe her. So, I sit down and 
let the maestro work.
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